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The Palace Complex -Palenque

The complex of buildings commonly known as The Palace, consists of a
number of seperate buildings and building platforms, standing at different levels on a
huge platform, some 100mlong and 76m wide along its base. In plan, it is neither a
true rectangle or paral lelagram, since the main axes of its various components vary by
as much as 12 degrees. In some cases, the odd angles resulting from these
discrepancies are apparent to the naked eye but in other instances the buildings
and/or platforms, appear to be parallel, or to form right angles with one another. There
are no readily apparent reasons for what appear to be numorous arbitrary changes in
direction, and I will return to this question later.

In its final form, The Palace consisted of 13 more or less discrete buildings
lettered A through L, plus the Tower and the South Subterráneos, the latter only
exposed to view on their southern side. In addition to these major components, there
are three stairways descending to underground passageways leading to the South
Subterráneos, as well as numerous secondary constructions, ranging from thin walls
closing off doorways to constructions which enclose some ammount of space. In
addition, there are two main enclosed courtyards (Northwest and Northeast Courts)
with two smaller courts (Tower Court and Southeast Court) to the south. Because of
the complexity of the plan and the number of different structures, it will be necessary to
describe the individual components in some detail in order to really understand the
overall scheme.

The north and west sides of the huge platform supporting the upper level
buildings are marked by monumental stairways with broad ramps (alfardas) on both
sides, giving access to long, gallery-like rooms (corridors?) on the upper level. In
contrast, there are a series of terraces at the south end of the Palace complex with
relatively narrow stairways, lacking ramps, giving access to the various levels. A
portion of the South Subterráneos faces onto the main terrace at this end and Houses
G and H stand on a higher terrace behind. The east side is something of a puzzle; on
one hand, the high platform on this side supports a very long gallery-type space, with
two different roof levels, which runs nearly the whole length to the east side. On the
other hand, it appears there was no stairway of any kind on this side, even though the
upper galleries overlook a large plaza to the east at ground level (see site plan). The
four-story tower, which many believe had some astronomical significance, serves as a
vertical anchor for the whole complex.

Like many large multi-level complexes found at other sites in the Maya realm,
the Palace Complex at Palenque is the result of numerous additions and alterations
over a long period of time, but in spite of the knowledge gained from the numerous
clearing, excavation, consolidation, and restoration projects which have been carried
out in its various precincts over the past century, there are still considerable gaps in
our understanding of the specific chronology of its various components, although its
general pattern of growth seems fairly clear. Some years ago, Alberto Ruz Lhuillier
(1951) suggested that the Palace represented five major periods of construction:
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1) Ancient platforms [and other structures] buried beneath the structures now
visible.

2) Buildings [and platforms] which properly constitute The Palace in its epoch
of splendor.

3) Constructions superimposed in a later epoch of decadence.

4) Rough superimpositions probably executed by Non-Mayan invaders.

5) Closing of almost all windows and doorways, including those of the
superimposed constructions.

The two main problems with the above sequence are: 1) we know very little
about what was built and where it was built during the first period; and 2) the
construction of the major building and platforms of The Palace during the second
period may have occupied 150-200 years and there are numerous possibilities as to
what specific sequence might have been followed in erecting those structures. Except
for minor questions here and there, the components belonging to the last three periods
are fairly easy to identify since they differconsiderably from the classic Palenque forms
and details, and differ among themselves.

During the course of the presentation of the data for the individual components
of the Palace Complex, reference will be made to certain details and relationships
which bear heavily on the question of the relative chronology of the various parts and
in a summary, I will try to outline what appears to be the most logical construction
sequence, based both on architectural evidence and evidence gleaned by others from
epigraphic and artistic data.

Southwest Rooms, Plaza Level

These two rooms, located at the plaza level near the southwest corner of the
Palace platform, were excavated by Jorge Acosta during 1967-69. (Acosta,
1977:267). They do not connect with each other or with any other part of the Palace
Complex and their role in the life of the Palace is still an enigma. Both had wide
doorways and lateral walls projecting out beyond the face of their front walls, but their
facades are mostly fallen, leaving no clues as to their original three-dimensional forms.
Since these rooms appear to represent rather late additions, they might well have
functioned as guard stations, at the time, late in its history, when the Palace was
converted into something like a closed "fortress", with access restricted and many of its
doorways closed off, seemingly in an effort to rebuff outsiders.
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PALENQUE, Plan of the Palace. Drawing by F. Catherwood
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PALENQUE, the Palace. Sketch plan. Drawing by John Caddy



PALEN^üE'SKETCH PLAN OF PALACC'AFTER MAOOSLAY
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PALENQUE, the Palace as seen from temple of tbe Inscriptions (1968)
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Palenque - Palace Complex as seen in 1968



Palace Complex as seen from Temple of the Inscriptions, (photo taken in 1968).
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Palenque - Palace Complex as seen in 1974



Palenque - The Palace as seen fom Temple of the Inscriptions
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VII. (upper) Principal Court of the Palace at Palenque.

(Drawing by Frederick Catherwood)
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VII. (lower) Interior of Casa No. 111, Palenque.
(Lithograph by Frederick Catherwood)



PALENQUE, Temple of the Sun and Palace complex 18

PALENQUE, Temple of the Inscriptions and Palace complex
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Palenque - Palace Complex. View of west side

Palenque - Palace Complex. View of South end.
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PALENQUE, the Palace. View of west side, south end
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PALENQUE, the Palace, a) central section, b) south end
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Palenque - Palace Complex, southeast comer
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PALENQUE, north end of Palace complex

PALENQUE, Palace complex and temple of the Inscriptions
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Palenque - Palace Complex, southwest corner
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Palenque, The Palace. Sculptured figures on face of building platform, east side.
East Court
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PALENQUE, the Palace. Northeast court from tower
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PALENQUE, The Palace. Figure from stucco frieze
of Basement of Northwest Gallery (after Ruz)
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Palace Complex, Northwest Court. Stucco medallion and figures, west base.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE A, PALACE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

House A forms the outer edge of the northeast portion of the long
gallery on the east side of the Palace Complex. It consists of two
long galleries (corridors), separated by a central dividing wall
with one wide doorway near its center. The outer walls of the
two long spaces are formed with piers, alternating with wide
doorways, on both the east and west sides. Originally, House A
appears to have ended at the southern face of the third pier from
the center, east side, and both the central dividing wall and west
wall beyond show construction joints along the same line.
Maudslay believed that House A terminated at the north end at the
north face of the 6th pier on this side but there is a real
question about this.

Seen from the east side, House A stands on a high platform
of uncertain form while its west side stands on a building
platform about 8 feet high overlooking the Northeast Court. A
high, double-walled roofcomb, now mostly fallen, stood over the
central dividing wall between the two main galleries.

ORIENTATION
Main facades face east and west.

EXTERIOR DETAILS
Details below are for east and west facades.

BUILDING PLATFORM, WEST SIDE
Building proper stands on a low basal platform or step, about 0.38
m high and main platform below has inward sloping sides.
Stairway, with 5 risers, placed off center in west face of this
platform, and sloping face of platform on both sides filled with
large sculptured slabs, showing human figures (see photos). The
stairway itself, which is 8.62 m wide, is made from large, well cut
blocks.

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 3.02 m top of building platform to bottom of medial
molding.
Stonework: Walls formed with combination of thin slabs and
larger blocks, set in thick layers of mortar.
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Thickness: Eastern piers 0.89 m thick. West piers 0.87 m
(approx.).
Decoration: Outer face of piers on east side covered with
stucco sculptures. Southernmost pier (Pier a) featured
hieroglyphic inscriptions, while those to the north featured
both standing and seated human figures within a border of
sky symbols. See Maudslay (1898-1902, plates 8-11) for
details of these sculptures. Outer face of piers on west
side are plain.

DOORWAYS
Shape: Rectangular.
Jambs: Jambs of eastern piers not at right angles to face of
piers (see plan).
Lintels: Wood lintels, now fallen. Original lintels replaced
with new concrete lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form: Two member medial molding; lower member has narrow
vertical face at outer edge. Apron-type upper member with
considerable projection at top. Lower edge projects out
beyond lower member.
Size: About 0.56 m high overall.
Projection: 0.46-0.50 m at bottom.
Decoration: None visible.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.59 m (approx) top of medial molding to bottom of
cornice (measured on slope).
Stonework: Vault faced with rather thin slabs, varying both
in thickness and length.
Decoration: Projecting "throne" over doorways below, both
east and west sides, which probably seated human figures.
Projecting stone tenons in other locations indicate former
presence of additional sculptural forms.

CORNICE
Form: Single member, molding whose outer face slopes back
parallel to wall below.
Size: About 0.38 m high.
Projection: 0.10 m at bottom.
Decoration: None.

ROOF STRUCTURE
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Description: Double-walled, slotted roofcomb, now mostly
fallen.
Location: Over central dividing wall between long- galleries
below.
Dimensions: No data.
Decoration: No data, but outer face probably covered with
stucco sculptures of the kind seen on other roofcombs at
Palenque.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
Typical Southwest region

al (Palenque) style.

COMMENTS
The data given above was recorded in 1974 and during the
following decade, Merle Greene Robertson reexamined all of
the sculptures on, or in, House A, providing an up-to-date,
and completely amended version of the sculptures as
recorded earlier by myself and many others. See Vol. 111,
Sculpture of Palenque (Robertson, 1985) for color photos and
corrected drawings of these sculptures.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE A, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: West Gallery

DIMENSIONS
Length: 36.40 m (from south end wall to inside corner of
dividing wall.
Width: 2.28 m.

WALLS
Height: 3.03 m floor to springline.
Thickness: Central dividing wall 0.89 m thick. West wall and
west piers 0.88 m thick.
Stonework:
Doorways: Doorways in west side about 2.74 m wide. Wood
lintels above, now fallen. Main doorway in central wall 2.71
in wide, with keyhole shaped vault above. Doorway near
south end of central dividing- wall 1.91 m wide, covered by
normal vault. Very narrow doorway in west wall near south
end, 0.89 m wide. Both of the latter are actually in
southern extension of House A (House 1).
Cordholders: Three very large, post-type, cordholders
(arranged vertically) both sides of main doorway in central
dividing wall. No others noted.
Wall Openings: Three T-shaped niches in dividing .wall
opposite doorways in west wall with two smaller rectangular
niches to north. See plan for locations.
Platforms: None.
Other: Large crack in central dividing wall, at a point about
10.96 m north of north jamb of central doorway.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: 0.12-0.15 m.
Heig-ht: 2.84 m springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Vaults formed with many courses of roughly
dressed, thin slabs of varying size.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.30 m.
Crossbeams: Two rows of wooden crossbeams near third
points (vertically) of vault. These are centered between
keyhole shaped openings in vault. (See below).
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Other: Large, keyhole-shaped openings in inner portion of
vault. These are blocked up on east side, near east face of
vault.

OBSERVATIONS
Construction joint near north end of west wall, which falls
just opposite the large vertical crack in the central dividing
wall opposite. Maudslay (1898-1902), Vol. V, p. 13) took this
to mean that House A originally terminated along this line,
which incidently falls along the north face of the 6th pier
(now fallen) of the east exterior wall. Actually, the crack in
the central dividing wall is irregular, and does not occur
along a vertical plane, as would be the case if it actually
were a construction joint. It is quite clear that this crack
is the result of some settlement in the foundation north of
the crack and all photos of this detail show that the central
dividing wall tips downward to the north, beyond the crack,
as the result of partial failure of the foundation in this
area. My guess is that the entire central dividing wall,
including one remaining portion north of the crack, together
with the leg which turns and then runs westward, are
completely contemporary, even though there may well have
been a construction joint near the north end of the west
wall of the West Gallery which was merely a temporary
stopping point.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE A, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: East Gallery

DIMENSIONS
Length: 30.15 m (from construction joint, south end to north
end, where wall turns and runs west).
Width: 2.28 m.

WALLS
Height: 3.03 m floor to springline.
Thickness: Piers, east side, .89 m thick. Central dividing
wall .89 m thick.
Stonework: Walls formed with combination of roughly dressed
slabs and larger blocks, set in th.ick layers of mortar.
Doorways: Exterior doorways, east side, about 2.71 m wide.
Original wooden lintels above now fallen. Single doorway in
central dividing wall, also 2.71 m wide but was covered by
high, keyhole shaped vault above.
Cordholders: None visible in this gallery.
Piers; Piers on eastern side are about 1.83 m long and 0.89
m deep. Only 5 of these presently standing but there must
have been 8 originally, including L shaped piers at north
end. See note below re: shape of piers.
Wall Opening's: None visible in piers or in east side of
central dividing wall.
Platforms: None.
Other: Row of 13 stucco medalliions (7 south of doorway, 6
north of doorway) just below springline on west (dividing)
wall. See Maudslay (1898-1902, Vol. IV, Plate 6) for details
of two of these forms, as well as photos in present report.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: About 0.15 m.
2.84 m (approx.) springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Vaults formed with numerous courses of roughly
dressed slabs, varying in thickness and length.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.30 m. Capstones,
themselves, are large flat slabs, varying in size.
Crossbeams: Two rows of crossbeams, about 3 m on centers,
near third points (vertically) of vault.
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Other: 1) Much of outer portions of vault at north end has
fallen. 2) Vault over central dividing wall (west wall) of
East Gallery has shallow recesses with keyhole shape, where
large openings on west side with this shape were blocked
up.

OBSERVATIONS
Piers on east side of East Gallery, which have always been
shown as rectangles in all plans since Maudslay's time, are
actually parallelagrams and the sides do not make right
angles with the inner and outer faces of the piers (see plan
included with this report). The fact is the end walls of
these piers are more or less parallel with the long axis of
House A-D (Long Northern Building). Just what this
alignment signifies is hard to say, but it is clearly not
accidental that all five of the remaining piers of the East
gallery show this curious detail.
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Palenque - Palace Complex. House A as seen from Northeast Court.
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PALENQUE. Palace complex. West side. House A

PALENQUE, northeast court and House A
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PALENQUE, The Palace. Stucco sculpture on Pier E, House A.
Drawing by F. Catherwood
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PALENQUE, The Palace. West side, House A. Drawing by F. Catherwood
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PALENQUE, the Palace. Sculptures on platform, west side of House A

Drawing by John Caddy
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PALENQUE, Palace complex. Sculptured piers, east side, House A.

PALENQUE, Palace complex. Detail of sculptured pier, east side, House A.
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Palenque, The Palace. Stucco sculpture on Pier E, House A
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PALENQUE, the Palace, House A. Stucco sculpture on pier, east side
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Palenque - Palace Complex. House A, Pier C (after Maudslay)
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Palenque - Palace Complex. House A, Pier D (after Maudslay)



Palenque - Palace Complex, House A, Pier E (after Maudslay)
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Palenque - Palace Complex. House A, Pier B (after Maudslay)
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Stucco head representing the Sun God
From roofcomb of House A, Palace Complex
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/3/1974

HOUSE B, PALACE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Small building, which now has five rooms in two parallel rows,
that originally consisted of only two long rooms, with two
doorways on south side and three on north side. A wide doorway
covered over with a high vault provided access between the two
rooms. In addition, there was a small doorway in the west end
wall of the northern room. At a later date transverse walls were
added at or near the jambs of the central doorway in the median
wall, creating the five rooms seen at present, and the doorway in
the west end wall of the north room was filled in. High, double-
walled, slotted roofcomb over median wall, now mostly fallen. As
noted many years ago by Maudslay (1898-1902), Vol. V, p. 15) the
east wall is not at right angles to the others, and makes an angle
of 87 1/2 degrees with the north facade.

ORIENTATION
Main facade faces north.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

BUILDING PLATFORM
The building proper rests on a low basal platform, about 0.25 m
high, with vertical face. This platform stands on a higher
building platform with vertical walls, about 2.13 m high, which has
a narrow projecting molding, 0.10 m high, about 0.30 m below top
of platform, together with projecting molding along base. Broad
stairway with 6 risers, 8.76 m wide, projects out into court on
north side. No stairway on south side, which is only one step
above court.

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 3.29 m, top of platform to bottom of medial molding.
Stonework: Walls faced with assortment of slabs and blocks,
set in.
Thickness: Piers of north wall 0.91 m thick. Central
dividing wall also 0.91 m thick.
Decoration: Traces of bas-relief stucco sculpture on south
face of central piers, north side.

DOORWAYS
Shape: Rectangular. |
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Jambs: Faced with thin slabs and larger blocks.
Lintels: Original wood lintels fallen; replaced with concrete
lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form: 2 members. Large apron-type member at bottom with
narrow vertical edge; rectangular member above.
Size: Overall height about 0.38-0.40 m.
Projection: 0.43-0.46 m front (north) and east side.
Decoration: None in place.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Height: 1.42 m. top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.
Stonework: Walls faced with thin slabs varying in thickness
and length.
Decoration: West end wall and south wall decorated with
stucco sculpture including masks, serpents, feathers and
other motifs (see photos).
Other: l)Upper wall slopes inward at an angle of about 77
degrees.
2)Narrow outset pouch at corners, forming frame for
adjacent sculptures.

CORNICE
Form: Single member projecting molding, with sloping face
parallel to slope of wall below.
Size: About 0.30 m high.
Projection: 0.10 m (approx.) at bottom.
Decoration: Face of molding decorated with stucco lattice
work (woven mat design) with narrow border below.

ROOF STRUCTURE
Description: Double-walled, slotted roofcorab.
Location: Over central dividing wall between rooms below.
Dimensions: No data.
Decoration: No data, but undoubtedly covered with stucco
sculpture, as in other roofcorabs at Palenque.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
All attributes of House B are typical for Southwest Regional
(Palenque) style.

COMMENTS
1) House B has been excavated, and partially restored,
during the course of several conservation projects
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undertaken by INAH, Mexico, most recently in 1968 when the
roof was cleaned and waterproofed and the lowest set of
piers of the roofcomb were restored.
2) All indications point, to the fact that House B must be
secondary to House E, although there is presently no way of
knowing just how much time elapsed between the
construction of House E and the addition of House B. The
relative chronology of House B, in relation to Houses A, D,
A-D, and C is also not clearly established, since all of these
buildings show very similar architectural attributes.
3) Subsequent to the compilation of the data contained in
the present report, which dates to February of 1974, Merle
Greene Robertson has recorded and published her very
detailed descriptions, analyses, and illustrations of the
stucco sculptures and paintings found on both interior and
exterior walls of this building. Her data clearly supercedes
my data, and Maudslay's as well, as far as decorative
features are concerned.



SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/3/1974

HOUSE B, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1
Length: 4.0 m (north side).
Width: 2.40 m.
T-shaped holes in south and east walls.
Dividing wall to adjacent room is secondary addition.
Doorway, north side 2.46 m wide.

ROOM 2
Length: 2.84 m (north side), 2.44 m (south side)
Width: 6.02 m total (north and south portions plus dividing
wall).
T-shaped hole in south wall.
Doorway, north side, 2.44 m wide.
Doorway in dividing wall only 2.44 m wide and is covered
with high vault.

ROOM 3
Length: 4.18 m (north side).
Width: 2.39 m..
Doorway in west wall 0.86 m wide. Doorway blocked up with
thin wall at later date.
Doorway in north wall 2.46 m wide.
Stub wall runs eastward from east jamb, north side (see
plan).

ROOM 4
Length: 4.27 m.
Width: 2.41 m.
Doorway south side, 2.48 m wide.
T-shaped niches in north and west walls.
Dividing wall, east side, is secondary addition.
Stucco sculptures on both jambs of doorway (legs and feet
of human figures).
Remains of stucco sculpture on rear (north) wall.

ROOM 5
Lengrth: 3.88 m.
Width: 2.74 m.
Doorway, south side, 2.50 m wide. <—-
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T-shaped hole in north wall surrounded by stucco
sculpture, featuring stepped fret and other motifs (see
Maudslay (1898-1902, Plate 18) for restored drawing of this
sculpture.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/14/1978

PALACE, HOUSE C

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Good-sized range-type building (Type 4-A/2) with two long
gallery-like rooms overlooking sunken courtyards to east and
west. Five wide doorways in east and west walls, separted by
large piers. Narrower doorway in south end walls of both rooms
but none in north end walls. Single doorway in central dividing
wall connects east and west rooms. High, double-walled roofcomb
over central dividing wall below, now mostly fallen. Building
proper stands on larger platform, with two main bodies.

ORIENTATION
Long axis runs north-south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

BUILDING PLATFORM
The building proper stands on a projecting step, about 0.30 m
high and 0.56 m deep, which in turn is supported on a larger
platform, about 2.13 m high. A projecting stairway, about 6.08 m
wide, is centered in the eastern face of the platform, with ramps
along both sides. Three of the upper steps of this stairway have
hieroglyphic inscriptions incised into both risers and treads. The
face of the platform on either side of the stairway is divided into
panels by narrow, projecting piers and each panel is decorated
with a block of four glyphs (see photos).

The stairway in the western court is located in the
southeast corner of the court and the vertical face of the platform
to the north, which is formed with large stone slabs, is also
decorated with blocks of glyphs (see photos).

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.93 m floor to bottom of medial molding.
Stonework: Walls faced with assortment of slabs and blocks.
Thickness: Outside wall and piers, west side and north end
wall 0.92 m thick. East and south wall 0.89 m thick.
Decoration: Outer face of piers on both west and east sides
originally covered with elaborate stucco sculptures.
Sculptures on east side almost totally destroyed but upper
portions of sculptures on west side partly preserved. See
Maudslay (1897-1902, Plates 26-28) for details of remaining
sculptures. ,
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Other: Additional wall, 0.53 m thick, added to north end wall.

DOORWAYS
Shape: Rectangular.
Jambs: Faced with combination of slabs and large blocks,
same as in main walls.
Lintels: Original wood lintels fallen. Replaced with concrete
lintels.
Other: Secondary walls, about 0.30 m thick, closed off
several lateral doorways as shown in plan.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form; Two members.
Size: 0.61 m high overall. Lower member about 0.41 m high.
Projection: About at bottom.
Decoration: Hieroglyphic inscriptions incised into bottom face
of medial molding at southeast and northeast corners. See
Maudslay (1897-1902) for details.
Other: Series of small holes along face of lower member. In
addition, there are a series of cordholders in the underside
of these specialized, stones, about midway betweenm the
outer edge and the face of the wall behind.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Height: 1.67 m (approx.) top of medial molding to bottom of
cornice.
Stonework: Where plain,
Decoration: Portions of seven large frontal masks still visible
on east and west facades, just above medial moldings.
Areas above also carried stucco sculptures, now fallen
except for small portions of human figures on east side.
Three similar masks on north and south facades and
numerous tenoned stones above indicate former presence of
additional sculptures.
Other: 1) Outset panels at corners, about 0.40 m wide,
project out 0.37 m.
2) Upper wall slopes back at an angle of about 27 degrees
(approx.).

CORNICE
Form: Single member projecting molding which slopes back
at same angle as upper wall.
Size: About 0.30 m high.
Projection: 0.11 m at bottom.
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Decoration: Traces of lattice-work on face of cornice at
south end.

ROOF STRUCTURE
Description: Double-walled, slotted roofcomb now fallen
except for lowest tier of piers.
Location: Over central dividing wall below.
Dimensions: About 1.75 m thick at base, including central
void space; height uncertain.
Decoration: None now in place but surely carried stucco
sculptures similar to those seen in other roofcombs at
Palenque.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
All details of House C are typical for Southwest (Palenque)
Regional style.

COMMENTS
The architectural, construction, and decorative features seen
in House C are much like those seen in Houses A, B, D, and
A-D, and collectively, these structures and their associated
courts form a "northern zone" of the larger Palace complex
which is distinct from the southern zone. The high level of
consistency among all the buildings in the northern zone
leads me to believe that all are roughly contemporary, even
though some amount of time may have elapsed between the
construction of Houses B and C, and Houses A, D, and A-D.

SPECIAL NOTE
Subsequent to the time the above data was first recorded (Í978),
Merle Green Robertson (1985) has published her very elaborate
and detailed descriptions and illustrations of all decorative
features (sculpture and paintings) which are still in place on this
building. Her data on the sculptures and paintings supercedes
the earlier data provided by others, including Maudslay and
myself.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/14/1978

PALACE, HOUSE C

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3, West Gallery

DIMENSIONS
Length: 20.97 in.

Width: 2.68 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.93 m floor to springline.
Thickness: Exterior (west) wall 0.92 m thick at doorjambs.
Central dividing wall 0.94 m thick.
Stonework: Walls faced with assortment of slabs and blocks.
Doorways: 5 doorways in west wall. Central doorway 3.45 m
wide, lateral doorways 2.44-2.51 m wide. Doorway in south
end 1.69 m wide, doorway in central dividing wall 0.96 m
wide.
Rod Sockets: No data.
CordhoJders: Two unusual cordholders, 0.20 m to center
above floor and 0.25 m to center from doorjamb, west of
dividing wall. See detail. Set of 5 cordholders in rear wall
of west gallery, just above first T-shaped opening from
north.
Wall Openings: Large T-shaped hole in north end and in
dividing wall.
Platforms: None noted.
Other: Secondary wall added near south end of room, with
north face even with south jamb of doorway in central
dividing wall.

VAULTS
Springtime Offset: About 0.17 m.
Height: 2.23 m springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Vault faced with flat slabs, generally thinner
than those used in walls.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.40-0.48 m.
Crossbeams: Two rows of crossbeams near third points
(vertically) of vault. No data on numbers or spacing
horizontally.
Other: End wall of vault slopes inward, roughly parallel to
sloping of upper wall zone, exterior.



OBSERVATIONS
Traces of paintings in red and blue, as well as traces of

stucco sculpture, just above, and to right, of dooreay in dividing
wall. Remnants of decorative molding about 0.17 m high, at floor
line between this doorway and south end wall.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/14/1978

PALACE, HOUSE C

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2, East Gallery

DIMENSIONS
Length: 20.97 m.
Width: 2.82 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.94 m; floor to springline.
Thickness: East wall and piers .90 m thick. South end wall
.88 m thick. North wall .91 m thick, with secondary wall,
0.53 m thick, added to north side.
Stonework: Walls and piers made of combination of roughly
dressed slabs and blocks, varying in size and thickness.
Some chinking in joints.
Doorways: Five doorways, divided by large piers, in east
exterior wall. Single doorway in south end of room.
Central doorway, east side, 3.63 m wide.
Rod Sockets: No data.
Cordholders: Small cordholders in 2nd pier from south,
north side of jamb, and in 3rd pier from south, left side of
doorjamb.
Wall Opening's: T-shaped hole in north end wall, and three
additional T-shaped openings in central dividing wall. See
plan for locations.
Platforms: None.
Other: Secondary walls, about .27 m thick, centered between
doorjambs between two most southerly doorways, east side,
and most northerly doorway. Northern wall now fallen and
southern walls partly fallen. Traces of paint on jambs of
piers includes both red and black.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: .17 m.
Height: 2.24 m springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides. No molding below
capstones.
Stonework: Vaults faced with thin, rectangular slabs, set in
more or less regular courses. Exposed ends not cut to
slope of vault.
Capstones: Capstone span about .40-.46 m.
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Crossbeams: Two rows of crossbeams near third points
(vertically) of vault face. None of these have survived.
Other: Traces of red paint on springline soffit and on face
of vault above. In addition, there are traces of glyphs and
other motifs in black, just above springline.

OBSERVATIONS
Series of stucco masks, or medallions, on upper part of
central dividing wall. Originally, there were 9 of these
forms but only 8 are now still preserved. See Maudslay
(1897-1902, plate 24) for details of the best preserved
masks. Traces of blue paint on masks.
Projecting stucco molding, same height as lintels, at top of
wall on east side of gallery.
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PALENQUE, The Palace. House C (drawing by F. Catherwood)
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The Palace, House C. East facade as seen from House A.
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PALENQUE, the Palace. South end, House C
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The Palace, House C. Detail of east side showing hieroglyphic stairway



PALENQUE, the Palace. Interior, House C 61
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/1/1974

HOUSE D, PALACE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This building forms the northern half of the west side of the
Palace Complex. To the east, House D overlooks a sunken court
(Northwest Court) with House C opposite (east side). A truly
monumental stairway (with three runs) on the west side gives
access to the long west gallery from the level of the main plaza
below. North of this stairway, a portion of the stepped sides of
the main Palace platform can be seen (see plan).

In general, House D replicates the basic form of Houses A
and C in that it originally consisted of two long gallery-like
spaces (corridors) separated by a more or less solid central
dividing wall. The exterior wall on the west side consists of a
series of large piers, alternating with wide doorways but the
exterior wall on the east side is more solid, and is pierced by
only three doorways. The only doorway through the central
dividing wall is at the south end, although there is another small
opening near the north end (something like a window) which was
later filled in. Originally, there were 8 piers on the west side,
including an L-shaped pier at the far north end, but only six of
these are still standing.

Over time, several secondary cross walls were added in both
the east and west galleries, creating smaller spaces. Those on the
west side have subsequently been removed (shown only as dotted
lines in plan) and all but one of those on the east side run only
to the height of the vault springline. A double walled roofcomb,
now mostly fallen, stood over the central dividing wall between
the main galleries and presumably turned the corner and ran
eastward, along the top of House A-D.
l

ORIENTATION
Long axis of central dividing wall oriented 12 degrees

(magnetic) east of north.

EXTERIOR DETAILS
Details below are for east and west facades.

BUILDING PLATFORM
The building proper stands on a low, projecting platform,
about 0.31 m high on east side and 0.46 m high on west
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side. On the east side, this low platform stands on another
platform, about 1.67 m high, with projecting moldings top
and bottom. On the west side, a monumental stairway with
three runs, about 9.12 m high overall, gives access from
main plaza on this side to west gallery above.

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.96 m, top of building platform to bottom of medial
molding.
Stonework: Same as in Houses A and A-D.
Thickness: Piers on west side and central dividing wall 0.91
m thick. Exterior wall, east side, 0.94 m thick.
Decoration: Exterior walls, east side, are plain. West faces
of piers on west side covered with stucco sculptures. See
Maudslay (1898-1902), Vol. IV, plates 32-37) for details of
these sculptures.

DOORWAYS
Shape: Exterior doorways rectangular.
Jambs: Plain. Faced with roughly dressed slabs and blocks,
same as those seen in main walls.
Lintels: Original wood lintels fallen; now replaced with
concrete lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Profiles of moldings along east and west side are slightly
different - see below.
Form: Three members, west side, five members east side (see
section).
Size: Overall height about 0.51 m both sides.
Projection: 0.53 m at bottom, east side.
Decoration: None.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.47 m (approx.), top of medial molding to bottom of
cornice.
Stonework: Upper walls formed with assortment of roughly
dressed thin slabs and large blocks, set in thick layers of
mortar, with considerable chinking required.
Decoration: Mostly fallen, but traces of "thrones" and other
motifs still in place indicate that east and west facades were
covered with elaborate stucco sculptures.
Other: Sloping, outset panels at corners, as on most other
buildings of Palace Complex.
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CORNICE
Form: Single member molding, which slopes back parallel to
wall below.
Size: About 0.46 m high overall.
Projection: About 0.10 m at bottom.
Decoration: None (in place).

ROOF STRUCTURE
Description: Double-walled, slotted roofcomb, now mostly
fallen. Lowest course of piers and horizontals reconstructed
in 1970's by INAH, Mexico.
Location: Over central dividing wall between rooms below.
Dimensions: No data.
Decoration: No data.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
Typical Southwest Regional (Palenque) style.

COMMENTS
As is the case with most buildings of the Palace Complex, House D
has been the subject of numerous clearing, consolidation, and
restoration projects over the past century. Many of these are
quite recent, particularly those dealing with the substructure on
the west side as can be seen by comparing my photograph from
1974 with the one taken in 1964. Since 1974 the focus of attention
has been on waterproofing of the roof and other structural
elements and on cleaning and conserving the stucco sculptures on
the western piers. During this same period (1974 and after),
Merle Greene Robertson (1985) made a new record of the sculpture
and paintings on House D, which amends, and corrects Maudslay's
earlier record.

In spite of the knowledge gained from these, and other
investigations, there are still basic questions in regard to the
original size and form of House D. These questions have to do
mostly with its northern end, as the location and main details of
its finished southern end were established clearly by Maudslay
nearly 100 years ago. Both Maudslay and Robertson believe that
Houses A and D were constructed as separate units, which were
later connected together with the construction of House A-D. Part
of the confusion about any assumed "north end" of House D has
to do with the large vertical crack through the central dividing
wall, near its northern end, beyond which this wall tips
downward. But like the crack in the central dividing wall in
House A, which falls almost on the same line, the crack in the wall
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of House D is irregular and does not fall on a construction joint.
As far as I can see, the central dividing wall of House D is
continuous, from its south end to the point where it turns and
continues eastward as the central dividing wall of House A-D. It
also is apparent that there is simply no logical place where an
earlier north end wall of House D could have been positioned and
certainly none which would not have left some trace of its
presence. Barring the acquisition of new data to the contrary, I
am confident that Houses A, D, and A-D are the result of a single
conception and should be considered as sub-parts of the large, U-
shaped building.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/1/1974

HOUSE D, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS West Gallery

DIMENSIONS
Length: 32.10 m (south end wall to northqest interior
cornmer of northwest piers.
Width: 2.21 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.95 m, floor to springline.
Thickness: Both west piers and central dividing wall 0.91 m
thick.
Stonework: Walls faced with assortment of slabs and blocks.
Doorways: Doorway at south end of dividing wall 2.16 m
wide; vault above same height as main vault. Doorways in
west wall average about 2.74 m in width. These have flat
heads, originally spanned by wooden beams, now fallen.
Cardholders: No data.
Wall Opening's: Window-like opening in central dividing wall,
spanned by low vault, 6.15 m south of northwest corner of
dividing wall. This opening, which is 0.81 m wide, was later
filled in.
Platforms: None.
Other: Several secondary transverse walls with doorways
noted by Maudslay but these were later removed.

VAULTS
Spring-line Offset: 0.12-0.15 m.
Height: 2.89 m (approx.), springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vaults formed with thin slabs with vertical faces.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.30 m.
Crossbeams: Two rows of crossbeams (near 3rd points,
vertically) with beams centered vertically between keyhole
shaped recesses in face of vault (see below).
Other: Shallow, keyhole-shaped recesses both sides of vault.
Those on inner facing vault occur where large opening are
formed on east side.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/1/1974

HOUSE D, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: Southeast room

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 16.80 m.
Width: 2.18 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.96 m, floor to springline.
Thickness: East wall 0.94 m thick. Central dividing wall 0.91
m thick.
Stonework: Walls formed with combination of slabs and
blocks as in other buildings of Palace.
Doorways: Doorway in east wall, 2.69 m wide, doorway in
south end wall 1.94 m wide. Both originally covered with
wooden lintels (now fallen). Doorway in medial wall, south
end, 2.16 m wide with high vault above.
Cordholders: No data.
Wall Openings: Two T-shaped niches in central dividing wall;
lower legs about 1.19 m above floor.
Platforms: None. *
Other: Wall at north end of room is secondary addition.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: 0.12-0.15 m.
Height: 2.89 m (approx.) springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Vaults formed with thin slabs set in thick beds
of mortar.
Capstones; Capstone span about 0.30 m.
Crossbeams: 2 rows of wooden crossbeams (near 3rd points
of vault vertically) spaced about 3.04 m on center.
Other: Large keyhole-shaped openings in vault above central
dividing wall, which was blocked off by thin wall on far
side, hese are evenly spaced, about 3.04 m on center.

OBSERVATIONS
Curious detail in southernmost keyhole-shaped hole in vault
over central wall where there are some ladder-like steps
near the bottom leading up to narrow opening above with
complex shape (see detail).
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PALENQUE, The Palace. Stucco sculpture on House D, west side.

Drawing by F. Catherwood
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PALENQUE, The Palace. Stucco sculpture on House D, west side
Drawing by F. Catherwood
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PALENQUE, the Palace, House D. Stucoo figures on Pier F
Drawing by John Caddy
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PALENQUE, The Palace, House D. (after Charnay, 1888).



Palenque - Palace Complex. House D, Pier C (after Maudslay) 82



83Palenque - Palace Complex. House D, Pier D (after Maudslay)



84Palenque - Palace Complex. House D, Pier F (after Maudslay)
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/8/1974

HOUSE A-D, PALACE

What little remains of House A-D is found at the northern edge of
the main platform of the Palace Complex. Like its eastern and
western extensions (Houses A and D), House A-D originally
consisted of two long corridors, with a series of large piers
separated by wide doorways, along its north and south sides (see
plan). The vault over the northern gallery, together with the
piers on the north side, as well as the upper part of the central
dividing wall and most of the vault over the south gallery are
now fallen, creating the false impression today that the north end
of the Palace was much more open than it really was. Originally,
there were narrow doorways near both ends of the central
dividing wall but these were later filled in. If I am correct in
assuming that House A-D is contemporary with Houses A and D, it
must also have carried a high roofcomb over the central dividing
wall although none of this now survives.

The North Gallery, which had 12 doorways on its north side,
overlooked a large plaza to the north, and a broad stairway with
ramps (alfardas) on both sides, provided ready access from this
plaza to the gallery above. The situation on the south side is
another matter since the long original gallery was later broken up
into smaller spaces by means of secondary, transverse walls, and
these spaces are related to the East Court (east end), West Court
(west end) and north end wall of House C just east of West
Court). A broad stairway on the south side of the south gallery
provided a direct connection to the south court while the West
Court lacked this connecting device.

Of the 13 original piers along the north gallery (including
the two L-shaped piers at the ends) only portions of Piers G and
J (found in debris on north side of platform at north end) have
survived. These show remnants of stucco sculptures, similar to
those found on the outer piers of Houses A and D. The location
of several other piers can be determined from the remains of butt
ends or marks in the plastered floor, showing that the piers were
spaced evenly as were those on Houses A and D. In 1949, Albert
Ruz L. (1952a) found the broken pieces of a large sculptured
stone tablet, known as The Palace Tablet, while clearing fallen
debris from the North Gallery. This tablet had originally been
centered on the north face of the central dividing wall between
the two main galleries). Overall, the tablet measures 2.45 m wide
and 2.50 m high, and is carved with numerous hieroglyphic
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inscriptions, including large, fuD-figure glyphs, as well as human
figures. As of 1974, this panel was on display at the small
museum at the site.

Elsewhere in this report (see Houses A and D) I have
already given several reasons why I believe House A-D is actually
contemporary with, and literally part of a larger U-shaped
building which included Houses A, D, and A-D. Nevertheless, it
seems worthwhile to review several details of House A-D which
bear on this question.

1) A section of the west end of the dividing wall of
House A-D, about 70 feet long, is still standing and there are no
vertical construction joints in this section running from floor to
top of vault. The west end of this dividing wall turns southward
with no break at the corner, and there is also no vertical
construction joint through this wall, which properly belongs to
House D, other than the vertical crack which occurs about 3.95 m
from the northwest corner. This crack forms an irregular line,
not a clean construction joint, and is the result of settling of the
platform supporting House A-D.

2) At the east end of the central dividing wall of
House A-D, there are no vertical construction joints through the
central dividing wall, other than those associated with a doorway
through the lower portion of the wall. Neither jamb of this
doorway falls on a line that would make any sense as either a
north end for House A or an east end for House A-D.

3 The central dividing wall of House A-D appears to
be continuous (no vertical breaks) between the two doorways near
the ends.

On the basis of the above, as well as the high level of
consistency among all remaining details of Houses A, D, and A-D, I
believe they should be recognized as a single, U-shaped unit
whose sub-units are contemporary, both chronologically and
conceptually.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/14/1974

HOUSE E, PALACE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
In its original form, House E consisted of two long, parallel rooms,
each with single doorways in both ends and multiple doorways in
its long exterior walls, including two very narrow doorways about
opposite one another (see plan). The central dividing wall
between the two main rooms also had two doorways with wooden
lintels above. The roof has a low pitch, a detail seen on most of
the other buildings of the Palace but did not carry a roofcomb.
At a later date, several transverse walls were added to the
interior and several doorways, both interior and exterior, were
partially or completely blocked up. The interior stairway in the
floor of the west room near the south end leads down to a
passageway which connects to northern corridor of South
Subterráneos.

ORIENTATION
Main facade faces west.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

BASAL PLATFORM
Building stands on low platform with two projecting steps

on west side and a single step on the east side.

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.59 m, floor to bottom of medial molding.
Stonework: Walls formed with slabs and blocks, set in ashlar
pattern.
Thickness: West wall 0.58 m thick. North end wall 0.60 m
thick, south end wall 0.57 m.
Decoration: Stucco molding, about 0.25 m high, immediately
below medial molding on west side; projects out about 1.5
cm. Molding is covered with continuous row of geometric
designs, painted in blue and ochre, outlined in black. Walls
below this molding covered with vertical rows of different
motifs, painted in same colors (see photos for details).

/
DOORWAYS

Shape: Main doorways rectangular. Narrow doorways in east
walls have offset at top of jambs but narrow doorway on
west side is rectangular.
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Jambs: Faced with thin slabs and blocks, similar to those
used in walls.
Lintels: Wood lintels, now fallen and replaced with concrete
lintels over main doorway. Stone lintels over narrow
doorways on east and west sides.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form: Two members. High, inward sloping lower member
with narrow edge at bottom; simple projecting member
above, which slopes back parallel to lower member.
Size: Overall height 0.91 m. Upper member 0.37 m high.
Projection: 0.30 m at bottom.
Decoration: Lower member carried thin slabs, making a kind
of stone "thatching" which hung down about 0.15 m past
bottom of normal molding.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Height: About 1.28 m along slope.
Stonework: Wall formed with slabs and blocks, only roughly
dressed.
Decoration: None; upper wall zone appears to have been
plain.
Other: Upper wall shows light inward slope (about 85
degrees).

CORNICE
Form: Single member, projecting cornice, with sloping outer
face roughly parallel to wall below.
Size: 0.31 m high.
Projection: About 0.10 m at bottom.
Decoration: None.

ROOF STRUCTURE
None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
Non-typical style (for Palenque) which must predate typical
Classic Palenque (Southwest Regional) style.

COMMENTS
House E is one of the better preserved buildings of the
Palace complex, and because of this, has been described in
varying degrees of detail by all early visitors to Palenque.
As is the case with most of Palenque's major structures,
Maudslay (1898-1902) provided the most complete
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architectural data. Maudslay also included excellent
drawings and photos of some of the remaining stucco
sculptures and paintings (ibid, plates 42 and 43) as well as
a large photo of the sculptured stone tablet in the western
room (plate 44).

Maudslay believed that House E was one of the
earliest buildings of the Palace complex and I am inclined to
support this view, although its construction date, relative to
some of the other buildings in the southern portion of the
Palace, is still open to question.

SPECIAL NOTE: Since my 1974-78 notes were made, Merle
Greene Robertson (1985) has completed and published her
very detailed study of the sculpture and paintings (interior
and exterior) of House E. There is nothing I can add to
her comprehensive discussion and illustrations of the
artwork in and on this building, which clearly supercede all
earlier descriptions and illustrations of the same features.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE:4/14/1978

HOUSE E, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (West room)

DIMENSIONS
Length: 22.19 m (total).
Width: 2.33 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.59 m, floor to springline.
Thickness: West wall 0.59 m thick. North end wall 0.60 m
thick, south end wall 0.57 m thick, central dividing1 wall 0.73
m thick.
Stonework: Walls faced with thin slabs and large blocks, set
in mortar.
Doorways: Three wide doorways in west wall (2.38 m wide)
plus narrow doorway, only 0.57 m wide, north of southern
doorway. Doorway in north end wall 1.34 m wide and
doorway in south end wall 0.94 m wide, 1.92 m high. All
doorways had wood lintels (now fallen) except for narrow
doorway in west wall which has stone lintel. The latter
doorway is 1.89 m high.
Cordholders: Numerous finger-type cordholders adjacent to
doorways, and in many other locations as well. See plan for
locations.
Wall Opening's: Each of the three large wall sections on the
west side include large, T-shaped openings running through
entire wall. These are about 0.62 m wide and 0.34 m high
overall. Horizontal legs 0.17 m high, vertical legs 0.12 m
wide; top of T's about 0.76 m below springline. Similar T-
shaped openings in central dividing wall (east wall); one in
north section of wall, two in central section, and two more
in south section. Many of the T-shaped (Ik) openings were
divided into two parts near the middle by a thin wall, about
0.06 m thick, making it appear as if each opening were only
a niche.
Moldings: Projecting stucco molding, about 0.25 m high, just
below springline on east wall of west room.
Paintings: Numerous traces of paintings and red bands on
walls of this room, as well as glyphs painted in black.
Colors and designs changed as room was replastered at later
date(s).
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Sculpture: Sculptured stone medallion, surrounded by stucco
molding (now mostly fallen) on east wall of room; south edge
is 1.52 m north of south doorway in dividing wall.
Medallion, which has elipitical shape, is 0.96 m wide, 1.16 m
high, 0.76 m above floor. Originally, there was a small
bench, with sculptured face and legs, directly below
medallion, which was removed many years ago by del Rio
(see drawing). One of the sculptured legs from this bench
can still be seen in small museum at site.
Other: Round stone, about 0.35 m in diameter, with small
hole in center, set flush with top of floor. Center of this
stone about 0.20 m north of north doorjamb of south
doorway and 0.83 m from interior face of west wall.
Stairway: Stairway in floor leading down to South
Subterráneos, near south end of room. Maudslay (1898-1902)
believed that opening in floor to this stairway had been
covered over with stone slabs at one time. Risers of
stairway about 0.33 m high, treads 0.29 m wide.

VAULTS
Springrline Offset: 0.12-0.15 m.
Heigrht: 2.03 m (approx.) springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Not exposed.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.35-0.38 m.
Crossbeams: No data.

OBSERVATIONS
Well preserved room. See Green Robertson (1985) for
additional details.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/14/1978

HOUSE E, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Northeast room)

DIMENSIONS
Length: 12.97 m.
Width: 2.37 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.59 m, floor to springline.
Thickness: Central dividing wall 0.74 m thick, east wall 0.58
m thick.
Stonework:
Doorways: Exterior doorway, east wall, 2.38 m wide. Doorway
in north end wall 0.94 m wide. Doorway in central dividing
wall 2.08 m wide.
Cordholders: See Greene Robertson (1985, fig. 127) for
locations of numerous cordholders.
Wall Openings: See plan.
Platforms: None.
Other: North end of east room has sculptured molding 0.18 m
high, just below springline, which extended around the
northern end of the east and west walls as well. See
Maudslay (1898-1902, plate 43) for details.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: 0.12-0.15 m.
Height: No data recorded.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Faced with roughly dressed thin slabs. Some
chinking required between courses.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.35-0.38 m.
Crossbeams: No data.

OBSERVATIONS
This room created when secondary wall was erected at north
jamb of south doorway through central dividing wall. At a
later date, north doorway in central dividing wall was also
filled in with secondary wall, cutting off any direct
connection between this room and the adjacent rooms. At
this time, access to northeast room was solely from exterior
doorways.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/14/1978

HOUSE E, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (Southeast room and alcove)

DIMENSIONS
Length: 7.16 m (approx.) including alcove at south end.
Width: 2.37 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.59 m, floor to springline.
Thickness: East wall 9.60 m thick. Central dividing wall 0.73
m thick. Secondary wall at north end 0.30 m thick.
Stonework:
Doorways: Original doorway in south end wall of alcove later
filled in with secondary wall. Wide doorway in east wall
partly filled in with stub wall 0.35 m thick, 1.38 m long.
Doorway in dividing wall split into two parts by secondary
wall continuing on into west room (see plan).
Cordholders: See Greene Robertson (1985, fig. 127) for
locations of numerous cordholders.
Wall Openings: See plan.
Platforms: Stone bench, 2.19 m wide and 1.11 m deep, fills
most of floor space in small "alcove" at south end of
southeast room. Upper slab of bench is 0.15 m thick and
stands on stone legs 0.39 m high, with 0.81 m space
between. Overhang at top 0.09 in.

Other: Small "alcove" in south end of room, with most of
space filled with bench. Alcove created by 2 stub walls,
0.20 m thick and 0.35 m wide (see plan).

VAULTS
Same as Room 2.

OBSERVATIONS
This room formed when a secondary wall was built at right
angles to east wall, starting at a point 0.76 m north of
doorjamb in east wall. This wall continues through doorway
into west room and ends at a point about 0.84 m from inside
face of west wall (see plan).
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PALENQUE, The Palace. Oval tablet and throne, House E.
Drawing by F. Catherwood
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PALENQUE, House E. Stone and stucco sculptures
Drawing by John Caddy
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE:2/2/1974

HOUSE F, PALACE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
In its original form, House F consisted of two long, corridor-like
rooms with two wide doorways in west wall of the west room and
at least one narrower doorway in the east wall of the east room.
There is also a wide doorway in the north end of the east room,
which may be a secondary opening. The two long rooms were
separated by a central dividing wall with vaulted doorways at the
north and south ends. Some time later, the two long rooms were
divided into small compartments by means of secondary,
transverse walls as shown in the plan. A small sanctuary was
also built up against the central dividing wall in the west room,
opposite the northernmost doorway, which partly covered an
upside down Ik opening through the central wall.

The vault over the central dividing wall was pierced with
five large openings, shaped much like the cross section of a room
with a low vault, and one side of these openings was later blocked
up. There are 8 cross-shaped openings in the lower walls, all but
one in the west room, similar to those seen in House K.

ORIENTATION
Long axis runs north-south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

BASAL PLATFORM
Building proper stands on a low projecting basal platform,

about 0.30 m high, with uncertain shape.

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.16 m top of building platform to bottom of medial
molding.
Stonework: Walls formed with very roughly dressed blocks
and slabs, varying considerably in size and shape.
Thickness: Exterior walls (east and west) .58 m thick.
Decoration: None, other than cross-shaped holes through
west wall.

DOORWAYS
Shape: Rectangular.
Jambs: Square. Faced with variety of slabs and blocks,
similar to those seen in walls.
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Lintels: Wood lintels, now fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form: Two members; apron-type lower member, with narrow
vertical face at outer edge; rectangular member above.
Size: No data; mostly fallen.
Projection: About 0.28 m.
Decoration: None.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Height: Uncertain, as these walls now mostly fallen.
Estimated to be about 1.70 m based on height of vault.
Stonework: Vaults faced with very roughly dressed slabs,
set in uneven courses.
Decoration: No data.
Other: Most of upper facades completely fallen; minimal data.

CORNICE
No data; fallen. Assume single member, sloping molding as
seen on all other buildings at Palenque.

ROOF STRUCTURE
No data, but indications are there was none.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
Late version of Southwest Regional (Palenque) style.

COMMENTS
While House F includes some of the features associated with
the major structures of the Palace such as large openings
through the vault above the central dividing wall, wide
doorways, and upper wall zone with considerable inward
slope, its rather crude stonework and low vaults suggest it
was built relatively late in the Palace sequence. Because it
stands more or less free and clear of the surrounding major
buildings, its relative chronology is still open to question.
However, because its central dividing wall is rather thin
(only 0.63 m thick), it seems unlikely that it carried a
roofcomb, and I seriously doubt that it ever had one.

Because it does not carry any stucco sculptures or
paintings, it has received very little attention in the
literature on the Palace and its present advanced state of
collapse (plus lack of stucco sculptures) also fails to draw
the attention of present-day viewers.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSES H AND G, PALACE

House H, and its twin House G, stand on a low platform near the
southern end of the Palace complex, overlooking the terrace which
forms the roof of the South Subterráneos (see plan). While they
were originally built as discrete, though nearly identical
structures, separated by a space about 2.74 m wide, they were
later joined togewther by a pair of low vaulted roofs spanning the
space between the west end of House G and the east end of House
H. While these "twin" buildings are much alike, both in size and
overall form, they differ in several important details, and for this
reason, will be considered separately.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE G, PALACE (and House H)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This building, which measures 14.37 m long and 7.01 m wide
overall, originally consisted of two long rooms running the full
length of the building. It had three doorways on the south side
and two on the north side, as well as narrower doorways in both
ends of both rooms, and two narrow doorways in the central
dividing wall between the two rooms. At a later date, both of the
latter doorways were blocked up as was the doorway in the west
end of the south room. Several T-shaped holes can be found in
the north wall of the north room and in the central dividing wall,
but there were none in the south walls.

The rooms were covered over by rather low vaults and the
vault over the central dividing wall was pierced by several
trapezoidal shaped openings, which differ in shape from openings
found in the vaults of Houses F, A, and D of the Palace as well as
in some of the temple buildings nearby. At the present time,
there is no real evidence for a roofcomb over the central dividing
wall.

At a later date, several transverse walls were added,
breaking up the long rooms into small spaces, varying in length
(see plan)

ORIENTATION
Main facade faces south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS
Details below pertain to both House G and House H.

BASAL PLATFORM

LOWER WALL ZONE
Height: 2.13 m top of basal platform to bottom of medial
molding.
Stonework: Walls formed with combination of slabs and
blocks, varying in length and thickness.
Thickness: North and south walls 0.62 m thick. Central
dividing wall about 0.68 m thick.
Decoration: None.
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DOORWAYS
Shape: Rectangular.
Jambs: Faced with roughly dressed blocks, similar to those
used in walls.
Lintels: Wood lintels (now fallen) over wide doorways in
north and south walls, stone lintels over narrow doorways.

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form: Two-member molding, similar to those seen on most
other buildings at Palenque. Lower apron-type member,
with narrow vertical face at outer edge; rectangular member
above.
Size: About 0.38 m overall.
Projection: 0.40 m at bottom.
Decoration: None.

UPPER WALL ZONE
Upper walls almost entirely fallen. No significent data.
Heigrht: Estimated height (vertically) about 0.67 m, based on
height of vault.
Stonework: Same as in lower walls.
Decoration: No data.
Other: Mostly fallen.

CORNICE
No data; fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE
No real evidence for presence of roofcomb over central
dividing wall.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
Southwest crude version of typical Southwest Regional
(Palenque) style.

COMMENTS
Houses H and G were connected together by a pair of very
low half vaults, which stood over a 0.43 m thick wall
running parallel to the end walls of the two buildings. The
outer parts of the roof thus created rested on top of the
lower members of the medial moldings at the ends of Houses
G and H see section). Later, cross walls were added at both
ends of the central wall, north side, effectively blocking off
the earlier north-south corridors.
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A low, crude bench fills in the space between the
central wall and the west end wall of House G whose north
face is about even with the south face of the central
dividing wall. A large, upside-down Ik hole runs through
the central north-south wall near the south end and there
is a large cross-shaped hole through the northern part of
this wall (see detailed plan and section).
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE G, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: South room

DIMENSIONS
Length: 13.12 m.
Width: 2.50 m (near west end).

WALLS
Height: 2.13 m floor to springline.
Thickness: South walls and end walls 0.62 m thick at
doorjambs. Central dividing wall about 0.66 m thick.
Stonework: Walls formed with thin slabs and large blocks,
set in crude ashlar pattern.
Doorways: Wide doorways in south wall (2.32 m at ends. 2.23
m center) with wood lintels above, now fallen. Doorways in
both end walls and two narrow doorways in central dividing-
wall (south wall) now blocked up.
Cordholders: Small cordholders (high in wall) both sides of
west doorway in central wall.
Wall Opening's: T-shaped hole in rear center of central wall.
Platforms: None.
Other: Secondary transverse wall near west end of room
(see plan).

VAULTS
Springline Offset: About 0.10 m.
Height: 1.36 m, springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Same as in House H.
Capstones: About 0.58 m. No molding below capstones.
Crossbeams: Single row of crossbeams near mid-height of
vault.
Other: Seven trapezoidal shaped openings through vault
over central dividing wall, same as those seen in House H.

OBSERVATIONS
Upper part of south facade completely fallen.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE H
This building, like its neighbor (House G), measures 14.37 m long
and 7.01 m deep overall. And while it also has the same basic
plan, i.e., two long rooms, with main axis running east-west
separated by a central dividing wall, it does have a small room at
the west end of the north room with a stairway leading down to
the South Subterráneos. The entrance to this room is through a
doorway in the central dividing wall, whose eastern jamb is flush
with the east end wall of the room itself. Like its counterpart,
House H has two wide doorways in the north wall of the north
room and three similar doorways in the south wall of the south
room; at a later date, the latter doorway was blocked up with a
thin wall (see plan). A low bench, now known as bench #5, stands
in front of this blocked off doorway. Again, in common with its
neighbor, House H has several T-shaped holes (Ik holes) in the
east, north and south walls of the north room but none in the
south walls.

The stairway leading down to the lower passageways and
South Subterráneos takes up much of the floor space in the
northwest room, which is further cluttered up by a narrow bench
against the back wall, with an Ik opening above. There are two
additional holes in the east end wall of this small room, providing
a visual connection to the adjacent north room. Remnants of two
secondary transverse walls can be seen near the west end of the
south room.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE H, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS: North room

DIMENSIONS
length: 11.37 m.
Width: 2.50 m.

WALLS
Height: 2.13 m floor to springline.
Thickness: North wall, 0.62 m thick. Central dividing wall
(south wall) 0.66 m thick.
Stonework: Walls formed with assortment of slabs and large
blocks, varying in size and shape.
Doorways: All doorways rectangular. Wide doorway in north
wall covered with wood lintels, now fallen. Stone lintel over
doorway in east end wall.
CordhoJders: No data.
Wall Opening's: Two rectangular holes in dividing wall west
end, about 1.36 m above floor. Two T-shaped holes in north
wall and 3in central dividing wall. See plan for locations.
Platforms: Large stone bench with 4 legs in east end of
room. Bench top is 2.03 m long and 1.18 m deep, 0.63 m
high. Bench top and legs are plain.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: About 0.10 m.
Height: 1.37 m (approx.) springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have straight sides.
Stonework: Vaults faced with slabs of varying thickness and
length set in thick layers of mortar.
Capstones: Capstone span 0.58 m. No molding below
capstones.
Crossbeams: Single row of wood crossbeams, near mid-height
of vault.
Other: Large openings, with trapezoidal shape, in face of
vault over central dividing wall and in east end wall. Sides
of trapezoids have same slope as vault form.

OBSERVATIONS
Vault is low, compared to high vault seen in Houses A, D. A-
D and C, and capstone span greater.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/7/1974

HOUSE I
House I is a small (10.08 m x 3.90 m) one-room building, situated
on the south side of the Tower Court. The building proper, which
has two wide doorways in its north facade, stands on a low
platform with two projecting steps on the north side. It also had
narrower doorways in the east and west ends (see plan).

Nothing remains at present of the upper portion of this
building and there is some doubt as to whether it really was
roofed over by a typical Palenque-type vault. Nevertheless, it
must have been an important building, judging from the traces of
stucco sculpture which can still be seen around the doorway in
the east end and on the north face of the wall at the northwest
corner. I did not record any detailed architectural data on this
building, due to its advanced state of collapse and lack of facade
details.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/7/1974

THE TOWER, PALACE
The Tower is situated just beyond the southeastern corner of the
West Court, a short distance west of the north end of House E
(see plan). It is almost square in plan, 4 1/2 stories high and
consists of 1) a solid base with outset peSeí* at corners, which

A*
steps back another 0.66 m at a level 0.91 m below the floor of
level 2; 2) Level 2 (entrance level), with access to interior tower
stairway on west side: 3) Level 3-intermediate, half-level with
small passages and "rooms": 4) Level 4, with narrow passageways
and exterior "doorways" on all four sides; and 5) Level 5 (top
level) with L-shaped piers at corners and small table in center
(see plans). As noted by Maudslay many years ago (1898-1902):
Vol. V, p. 21) the four exterior walls on the upper levels really
served as an exterior shell which encloses the central masonry
shaft containing the narrow, interior stairways. The stairways are
in two main runs; one running southward, from level 2 to level 4,
and the second running northward from level 4 to level 5 (see
section). Heights of various levels, measured from court level,
south side, are as follows:

1) 4.76 m, floor of court to floor of Level 2.
2) 9.12 m, floor of court to top of floor, Level 4.
3) 13.0 m, floor of court to top of floor, Level 5.
On the exterior, the various levels are marked off by

projecting, horizontal moldings, including a three-member base
molding, 1.09 m high overall, and the walls above step back at
each level, with the result that the tower is smaller at the top
than at the bottom (total difference, north-south, is about 2.43 m
bottom to top). It should be noted here that the entire upper
wall and roof configuration is the result of restoration, and no
part of this assemblage was in place prior to its restoration in
1953 by Alberto Ruz of INAH, Mexico.

Part of the north side of the tower at the level of the
Tower Court is marked off by a series of shallow niches, with
vaults above, two levels high (see plan and section). On the east,
side, the base is free of encumberances and there is a row of
small stucco figures on this side, just above the upper member of
the base molding. A low, projecting stair with stone
sculptures centered in the lowest steps and on both sides of the
stairway is found at the base of the tower on the south side. On
the west side of the tower, the floor is raised two steps above the
court level and the series of small spaces between the west side
of the tower and the east side of the platform of Houses D and X
(North extension) contain several "toilets" (see plan). These
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spaces appear to have been roofed over (roofs now fallen) and
some form of access to Level 2 of the Tower must have been
provided for above these rooms. At the present time it is
necessary to do a balancing act on top of a narrow wall on the
north side of the toilet area in order to reach the opening on the
west side of the tower (at Level 2) giving access to the interior
stairway.

The Palace Tower is a unique architectural form as far as
the lowland Maya area is concerned since there are no other
examples of similar towers elsewhere. The few towers, or tower-
like forms which have been located elsewhere in the Maya area
show quite different forms and details, indicating they served
different purposes from the Palenque tower. For example, the
round tower at Puerto Rico in the Rio Bee archaeological region, is
a solid cylinder of masonry, with a conical top, with no openings
other than several small channels near the top, two of which are
dead ended (fig. ). The somewhat better-known tower-like
forms in the Chenes region (Chan Chen, Structure 1, Nocuchich,
Structures 1 and 2, and Tabasqueno, Structure 2) also lack
interior spaces, save for the upper sections of Structure 2 at
Nocuchich and Structure 1 at Chan Chen, which have narrow slots
near the top, similar to the slots seen in roofcombs (fig. ). The
closest parallel to the Palenque tower would have to be the
Caracol at Chichen Itza, a round tower which has a winding
interior stairway leading to the uppermost level. Unlike the
Tower at Palenque, which is hemmed in on all sides by good sized
buildings, the Caracol at Chichen Itza stands alone on its own
monumental platform, rather isolated from its immediate
surroundings. Much has been made of the Caracol as perhaps
being one of ancient America's first "observatories", but in spite
of numerous efforts to prove that the holes in the upper part of
the Caracol provided important astronomical sight lines, an air-
tight case for this function has not yet been made.

As might be expected, numerous individuals have suggested
that The Tower at Palenque also served as an astronomical
observatory, myself included (Andrews, 1975). Certainly there is
presently no way to prove that it was not used for this purpose,
even though it may have had other functions as well. The table
in the center could well have served to support some kind of
"sighting device" and the wide openings on all four sides provide
good views of great chunks of the sky. It also might have been
used as a kind of "watch tower" with unobstructed lines of sight
overlooking the balance of the site to the south, east and west,
since the buildings below on these sides lacked roofcombs. The
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view to the north might have been partly obstructed by the
roofcombs over Houses A, B, C, D, and A-D, but most of the
balance of the site actually lies to the east, west and south.
Whatever its true function(s), The Tower represents a significant
addition to the architectural grammar of the ancient Maya, and I
am only surprised that it did not enjoy more widespread use in
other parts of the ancient Maya realm.
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PALENQUE, The Palace. Tower and adjacent building, (after Charnay, 1888)



PALENQUE, the Palace. Northwest Court and Tower 120



121PALENQUE, the Palace. Northeast Court, Tower, and House C
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE J, PALACE <Xc
At the time of Maudslay's work at Palenque (1891), only a^ small
portion of the section of House J joined directly to the south end
of House A was visible; the structure to the north was only a
mound of debris (Maudslay, 1898-1902, Plates 5, 6, 48). Many
years later, the balance of House J was cleared of debris, under
the auspices of INAH, Mexico, revealing the lower part of the
central dividing wall running south for an additional 0 40 m or
more beyond the part recorded earlier by Maudslay, as well as the
lower walls of several small rooms (some with benches) extending
southward along the west side of the central wall. The stumps of
a number of piers on the east side of the East Gallery, in line
with the eastern Piers of House A, were also revealed, providing
evidence of a long gallery, forming a southern extension of the
east gallery of House A.

As noted many years ago by Maudslay, the vault of this
southern extension was lower than the vault over House.A. The
change in vault height occurs at the south end of House A and
both my plan and Maudslay's plan (1898-1902, Plate 5) show
clearly that there is a construction joint through both the central
dividing wall and the western wall of the west gallery in line with
the south end of the southeastern pier of House A. Nevertheless,
I have the impression, based on the remaining masonry, that the
low vaults over House J are contemporary with the vault of House
A. If this is actually the case, the construction joint referred to
above may only have been a temporary stopping point during a
more or less continuous construction phase which included both
Houses A and J. It is also noteworthy that the doorway through
the central dividing wall of House J near the northern end, which
had an overhead vault, is not centered between the piers on the
east side of the east gallery, even though the narrow doorway
through the central wall some distance to the south is centered
between the piers on the opposite side of the gallery. The former
doorway was later blocked up (see plan).

Taking all of the above into consideration, it appears that in
its final form, the entire east side of the Palace complex consisted
of a single gallery, over 73 m long, covered over with vaults of
two different heights. While the northern portion of this gallery
(House A) was marked by evenly spaced wide doorways,
alternating with sculptured piers, the southern section was
characterized by doorways of varying widths, alternating with
piers of varying widths, none of which is known to have carried
any stucco sculpture. This combination does not make for a
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coherent whole and we can only wonder what might have prompted
this break with the Palenque artistic tradition which stresses both
balance and symetry.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE X, PALACE
At the time of Maudslay's visit to the site (1891), only the
northernmost portion of what is now called House X could be seen;
the southern portion was only a pile of debris. Maudslay (1898-
-1902) described the north portion as follows:

The house which prolongs the line of double corridors along
the west side of the Palace Mound, to the south of House D,
is a later addition and had a lower roof; only parts of the
main (central) and east walls now remain standing."

Since Maudslay's time, the southern portion of House X has been
excavated (INAH, 19 ) and it can now be seen that the long (28.33
m) building which is currently called House X actually represents
two separate stages of construction. The southern portion, which
is about 21.18 m long, represents the first construction phase.
The northern end wall of this early structure can clearly be seen,
and there were two wide doorways in this end wall (see plan). At
a later date, House D (and perhaps House A-D as well) was built
and the finished south end of House D, with its inward sloping
upper wall, is readily apparent. This left a gap a little over 7.0
m long between the north end of House X and the south end of
House D, which was later filled in by a third unit (northern
extension of House X) which differs in its details from both House
X, Phase I, and House D. The west side of this addition consists
of two very narrow piers, creating three openings, while the east
side of the east room had wider piers, with narrow doorways
between. Two of the latter were later blocked up. Toward the
south end of the central dividing wall is a large cross-shaped
opening, similar to those seen in House F.

COMMENTS
The surviving details of House X, Phase I, indicate that
architecturally, it was very similar to House E. These similarities
include: 1) Exterior walls of both buildings are about 0.61 m thick
and central dividing walls are about 0.71 m thick; 2) Both have
several large T-shaped holes in central dividing walls; 3) Both
have combination of wide and narrow doorways in exterior walls;
4) Neither have sculptured piers of the kind found in Houses A,
B, C, D, and A-D; 5) Both have stairways in floor leading down to
South Subterráneos; 6) Both have low vaults, compared with vaults
over rooms in Houses A, C, D, and A-D.

Given the above, I would guess that House X, Phase I, had
upper facades and moldings, similar to those seen on House E and
that like House E, it had no roofcomb.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 4/2/1974

HOUSE X, PALACE (Phase I)
m

INTERIOR DETAILS: Northeast Gallery

DIMENSIONS
Lengrth: 12.62 m.
Width: 2.79 m.

WALLS
Height: 3.0 ra (approx.)
Thickness: East wall 0.71 m thick. Central dividing: wall
(west wall) 0.71 m thick.
Stonework: Walls formed with very roughly dressed slabs
and blocks, varying considerably in size.
Doorways: One wide (2.66 m) and two narrow doorways (0.68,
0.92 m) in east exterior wall. Wide doorway in north end
wall. Southernmost doorway in east wall later blocked up.
Cordholders: No data.
Wall Openings: Four large T-shaped) (Ik) holes in medial
(west) wall. See plan for locations.
Platforms: None.
Other: Stairway 1.16 m wide (West Subtterraneo Stairway) in
floor near south end of room. Stairway leads to narrow
passageway giving access to north corridor of South
Subterráneos.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: About 0.05 m.
Height: No data; fallen.
Form: Vault faces had straight sides.
Stonework: Vault formed with thin slabs, as in other
buildings of Palace.
Capstones: No data.
Crossbeams: No data.
Other: Vault almost completely fallen.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/2/1974

HOUSE L, PALACE
House L is situated near the southwest corner of the Palace
complex, and its floor level is about even with the top of the
terrace formed by the roof of the South Subterráneos. It consists
of a very confusing set of four short, vaulted passageways, with
their axes running east-west, which stand almost directly over the
three parallel corridors of the South Subterráneos. The main
"rooms" of House L were formed by two sets of large piers which
were roofed over by low vaults, now partly or totally fallen. A
narrow stairway just beyond the southwest corner of House X
leads down to the central space between the piers of House L
while a second stairway near the northeast corner of House L
gives access to the narrow terrace in front of Houses G and H,
and then continues up after a right angled turn, and dead ends
one step above another right angled turn (see plan). A number
of secondary walls were built between some of the piers, making
small compartments.

So far, I have been unable to come up with any rational
explanation as to why House L was built or how it was used.
There is no direct connection between this structure and the
South Subterráneos, even though it forms a partial "second story"
over the former. I can only suggest that House L served some
service function in connection with Houses X or H and/or the
terrace in front of House H-G.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 2/8/1978

SWEAT BATHS - PALACE COMPLEX

The set of three narrow rooms that are commonly called the Sweat
Baths are located immediately north of the platform which
supports Houses G and H (see plan). The rooms, which are
covered with very low vaults, are barely high enough to stand up
in, at least for modern-day visitors. Two holes in the floor of
Room 2 (2nd room from east) were found to have loose stones
beneath them suggesting that water poured over these stones
when heated would have created steam, perhaps for ritual
cleansing.

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1
Length: 1.60 m.
Width: 1.22 m at east end.

ROOM 2
Length: 2.33 m.
Width: 1.17 m.
Doorway: Doorway in north wall is 1.31 m wide. Offset at
exterior jamb .20 m deep, .175 m wide.
Other: Holes in floor with rocks below appear to have been
used to generate steam.

ROOM 3
Length: 8.41 m.
Width: 1.17 m at west end.
Doorways: East doorway 1.38 m wide. Offset at exterior
jamb .17 m wide, .20 m deep. West doorway 1.48 m wide.
Offset at exterior jambs .25 m wide, .20 m deep.
Other: This room closed off from corridor to west by a wall
which is now mostly fallen.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 1/31/1974

SOUTH SUBTERRÁNEOS

The South Subterráneos, called the Enclosed Corridors by
Maudslay, stand on a 3 meter high terrace near the south end of
the Palace platform. This structure consists of three parallel
galleries (corridors), each about 44 m long1, whose floors are at
the same level. Several transverse walls were added at later
dates, creating several small rooms, and the western end of the
south corridor was deliberately closed off and filled with rubble
(see plan). The wall at the west end of the three corridors
formed part of the western face of the Palace substructure and
there were T-shaped holes in the west end walls of the northern
and central corridors which admitted a little light. At the present
time, most of the west end wall of the central corridor has been
removed (see photos).

Three narrow, vaulted passageways running northward from
the north side of north corridor(s) of the Subterráneos give
access to stairways which lead to the three different buildings on
upper levels; House X (West Subterranean Stairway), House H
(South Subterranean Stairway) and House E (East Subterranean
Stairway). Several fairly well preserved stucco sculptures are
associated with the vaults over these stairways.

Three moderately wide doorways in the southeastern room
give access to a broad terrace on this side, with three steps in
front of the doorways. Unfortunately, the facade above these
doorways is completely fallen, but T-shaped openings can be seen
in the lower walls between the doorways. An additional small
room, which is a secondary addition, can be seen just west of the
westernmost doorway of what is now the southeast room.



SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 1/31/1974
SOUTH SUBTERRÁNEOS, PALACE

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1
Length: 19.46 m.
Width: 2.31 m.
Doorways: Doorway in south wall 1.95 m wide.
Passageways: West passageway in north wall 1.255 m wide,
east passageway 1.19 m wide.
Platforms: Large bench, 2.13 m long x 1.22 m wide, against
north wall. Edge of bench carved with hieroglyphic
inscriptions, now much eroded.
Wall Openings: Inverted T-shaped hole in west end wall.
Several normal T-shaped holes in south wall.
Secondary Construction: Secondary wall at east end of room,
whose west face is flush with west face of passageway
leading to South Subterranean stairway.

ROOM 2
Length: 18.09 m.
Width: 2.31 m.
Doorways: Doorway in south wall near west end of room 1.83
m wide. Doorway in south wall near east end is only 1.06 m
wide, but has been partly filled in.
Passageway: Passageway to East Subterranean Stairway in
north wall is 1.19 m wide.
Wall Openings: Several rectangular holes through south wall.

ROOM 3 - See separate sheet.

ROOM 4 (Alcove with bench)
Length: 1.95 m.
Width: 2.31 m.
Platforms: Large bench, 2.11 m long and 1.47 m deep, fills
most of floor space.
Doorways: Doorway in west end of room filled in at later
date. Wide doorway in east end gives access to anteroom.
Secondary Construction: Both end walls are secondary
additions.

ROOM 5 (Anteroom to Room 4)
Length: 3.02 m. |
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Width: 2.31 m.
Doorway: Doorway in east end about 1.09 m wide.
Wall Openings: Rectangular holes through north and south
walls at east end of room. Rectangular holes, high and low,
adjacent to jambs of doorway in east end.
Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders, high and low, both
sides of east doorway on west side.
Other: Narrow stucco borders around east doorway, west
side.

ROOM 6 (East Central Room)
Length: 9.58 m.
Width: 2.32 m.
Doorways: Doorway in north wall, 1.02 m wide. Doorway in
south wall 1.89 m wide.
Platforms: Bench against north wall, between doorway and
dividing wall to Room 5.
Wall Openings: Rectangular hole in north wall above bench.
Similar rectangular holes in south wall, east of doorway.

ROOM 7 (Southeast Room)
Length: 23.47 m.
Width: 2.31 m.
Doorways: Two doorways in north wall, 1.89 m wide. Three
doorways in south wall, leading to terrace to south. Central
doorway 1.98 m wide, lateral doorways 1.90 m wide.
Platforms: Well preserved slab-type bench against north
wall, just to right of easternmost doorway. Edge of bench
sculptured with hieroglyphic inscriptions (see photo).
Wall Openings: Two rectangular holes through eastern
portion of north wall. Other rectangular and T-shaped
holes in central and west portions of north wall. T-shaped
holes through south (exterior) wall (see plan for locations).
Secondary Construction: West end wall is secondary
construction, and room to west of this wall was filled in
with rubble before wall was constructed.
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SITE: PALENQUE DATE: 1/31/1974

SOUTH SUBTERRÁNEOS

INTERIOR DETAILS: (Room 3 (West central room)

DIMENSIONS
Length: 23.21 m.
Width: 2.32 m (west end).

WALLS
Height: 1.69 m floor to bottom of offset below springline.
Thickness: North wall, south wall and west end wall 0.83 m
thick.
Stonework: Walls formed with very roughly dressed slabs
and blocks, set in clay rather than lime mortar.
Doorways: Doorway in south wall (to Room 7) 1.89 m wide.
Central doorway in north wall 1.95 m wide and doorway at
east end of north wall 1.83 m wide.
Cordholders: No data.
Wall Opening's: Several T-shaped holes in north and south
walls (see plan for locations).
Platforms: None.
Other: West end wall now broken out.

VAULTS
Springline Offset: Rectangular molding at springline, 0.23 m
high, 0.15 m deep. Offset above about 0.12 m.
Height: 1.26 m springline to bottom of capstones.
Form: Vault faces have more or less straight sides.
Stonework: Vaults formed with roughly dressed slabs
varying in thickness and depth. Considerable amount of
clay mortar between joints.
Capstones: Capstone span about 0.51 m. Some capstones are
very large.
Crossbeams: Single row of wood crossbeams near mid-height
of vault.
Other: Vaults are fairly low, compared to vaults in buildings
on upper level.
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Palenque - Palace Complex. Detail of Bench 1, South Subterráneos. 137

Palenque - Palace Complex, Platforms and stairs, south end.
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SITE: PALENQUE - THE PALACE

PROPOSED BUILDING CHRONOLOGY

Greene, 1985 Greene, 1985 G. Andrews, 1974
(Vol. 3, p. 118) (Vol. 3, fig. 5) (Arch, survey)

1. House E 1. House E 1. House E
2. House B 2. House J 2. House, X, S. Portion

3. House J 2. House X 3. House B

4. House X 3. House B 4. House C

5. House C 4. House C 5. House A

6. House L ? 5. House A 6. House D and A-D

7. House A 6. House D 7. House J (IncL E. Gallery)
8. House D 7. House A-D 8. Tower

9. House A-D 8. Tower 9. House X (North addition)

10. Tower 9. Toilets 10. House G
11. House G 10. House H 10. House H
12. House H 10. House G 11. House I
13. House F 11. House I 12. House F
14. House I 12. House F 13. House L
15. 2 SW rooms, 13. House L 14. 2 SW rooms,

Plaza level 14. 2 SW rooms, Plaza level
Plaza level

NOTES:
1. I believe that House X, which is normally treated as a single
unit, actually represents two separate stages of construction. The
southern portion, with two wide doorways in its northern end was
built first (see plan). This building had a plan and wall
thicknesses which are much like those seen in House E, and I
would guess that like House E, it had a steep-sided, upper wall
zone and no roofcomb. Some time after the completion of House D,
the northern portion of House X was built, filling in the open
space between the south end of House D and the northern end of
the early House K. An examination of the remaining portion of the
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northern addition to House X shows clearly that its northern end
was built directly up against the southern end of House D, with
no gap between the sloping end walls (mansard roofs of the two
units as suggested in Greene's sketches (1985, figs. 4 and 5).
The construction joints left by this sequence can easily be seen
and it is readily apparent that the addition to House X could not
have been built earlier than House D as suggested in both of
Greene's sequences, since the finished southern end of House D
precludes such a sequence.

2. I alsto believe that while House A may have been erected prior
to Houses D and A-D, it seems very likely that Houses D and A-D
represent a single construction phase, since there are no
construction joints suggesting otherwise and there is no logical
northern end to House D as a separate unit. There is also some
question in my mind as to whether or not Houses A, D, and A-D,
might not represent a single unit, built roughly at the same time,
even though most of House A might well represent the first
construction phase of the larger form. The so-called construction
joint referred to by Greene in the central dividing wall of House
A (1985: 50 & fig. 244) appears to be nothing more than a large
crack in the wall, caused by settling of the northern end. A
similar crack can be seen near the north end of the central
dividing wall of House D. On the other hand, there does appear
to be a construction joint near the north end of the west wall of
the west gallery of House A, at a point just about opposite the
crack in the dividing wall. The north end of a pier, the east side
of the east gallery (now fallen) would have fallen along the same
line (see plan and photos).

I suspect that there is a natural bias in favor of the idea
that Houses A, D, and A-D should be considered as separate
buildings simply because most of Houses A and D are well
preserved while House A-D is mostly fallen. As Greene has
suggested, however, the collapse of House A-D seems to be due to
settling of the northern end of the main platform enclosing the
very early north Subterráneos.

3. There is also a question in my mind regarding the relative
chronology of Houses A and J. Most of the finished south end of
House A is still in place, suggesting that House J must have been
added to House A. On the other hand, this is not necessarily the
case since the vault of House J is lower than the vault of House
A, and provided that a gap was left between the inward sloping
upper wall of the north end of House J and the sloping upper
wall at the south end of House A, House J could have preceded
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House A. Such a gap would make for a very awkward connection
but it is possible. I am still inclined to believe that House Jis
secondary to House A, however, as shown in my proposed
construction sequence.

4. My proposed chronology is based almost entirely on
architectural evidence and does not attempt to take into account
any data derived from inscriptions , sculpture and sculptural
style, ceramics, etc. I also realize that while it is normally
possible to recognize construction joints between adjacent
structural components, which suggest particular construction
sequences, this does not lead to specific dates since some
construction joints might simply be the result of logical stopping
points (construction phases) along the way in a construction
continuim, while others may represent significant temporal
differences.
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NOTES ON STONEWORK AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY AT
PALENQUE

The construction technology employed for nearly all buildings in the main
center at Palenque can best be described as based on a crude form of ashlar
stonework. In this kind of technology, both walls and vaults are formed with limestone
slabs of varying thickness and length, and there is no separate "core", since the
interiors of both walls and vaults are nearly the same as the exteriors. Individual
stones vary in thickness from 2 to as much as 12 inches, and vary in length from 10
inches to several feet. Because the stones are laid randomly with regard to thickness,
there are no continuous courses, and a considerable amount of chinking is required to
level things out. Vault stones tend to be somewhat more consistent in thickness but
are nearly indistinguishable from those used in walls, since their exposed faces are
not beveled as are the very specialized stones used in facings of veneer-over-
concrete vaults. Capstones are also hard to recognize since they are also nothing
more than long slabs much like those used in both walls and vaults. With this kind of
rough-faced stonework, a thick coat of plaster is required to produce a smooth wall
surface.

The most specialized stones found in Palenque buildings, other than sculptured
slabs used for decorative purposes, are those used in the lowest course of the
projecting medial moldings. Because these moldings cantilever out as much as 24
inches beyond the walls below, the lowest members are extremely large, both in
length and width, and tend to be carefully cut to the same thickness. The outer edges
of these stones are carefully dressed and in many cases include a series of small
holes along the outer face curving down to the underside. In addition, there are
occasional cordholders in the underside of these specialized stones, about midway
between the outer edge and the face of the wall behind. As noted many years ago by
Maudslay, two of these stones from House C carried incised hieroglyphic inscriptions
on their undersides. Maudslay (1884-1902, plate XXIV).

From all of the above, it seems logical to conclude that the specific kind of
construction technology seen at Palenque, and in the particular the ashlar type
stonework, are the result of taking advantage of the character of the local limestone,
which must have been bedded in thin layers of varying thickness, as opposed to the
non-bedded material found in the Yucatan Peninsula. The bedded material, with
natural cleavage planes, required little reworking, except where very specialized
stones were required as noted above (medial moldings). The fact that rather thick
layers of plaster were required to produce smooth wall and vault surfaces, may have
indirectly led to the development of the extraordinary stucco sculptures which enliven
the surfaces of so many walls and roofcombs at Palenque.

Two known exceptions to the kind of stonework described above were first
noted by Maudslay (1898-1902) who pointed out that Temple V of the North Group
and the Southern Temple (Structure ??) were both built of sandstone, rather than
limestone, which is much softer than limestone and thus subject to excessive
weathering. As can be seen in the photographs of Temple V of the North Group (figs.
??), the sandstone blocks are much more consistent in size than the limestone slabs
used elsewhere, and are also set in relatively even courses.
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SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION DATES OF BUILDINGS AT PALENQUE (after Schele,
1981)

Temple of the Count 9.11.0.0.0 A.D. 652
Palace - South Subterráneos 9.11.0.0.0 A.D. 652

Palace - North Subterráneos 9.11.0.0.0 A.D. 652

Palace, House E 9.11.0.0.0 A.D. 652
Palace - House B 9.11.5.0.0 A.D. 657
Palace - Houses X and L 9.11.10.0.0 A.D. 662
Palace - House C 9.11.15.0.0 A.D. 667
Temple of the Inscriptions 9.12.10.0.0 A.D. 682

Temple of the Cross 9.13.0.0.0 A.D. 692
Temple of the Foliated Cross 9.13.0.0.0 A.D. 692
Temple of the Sun 9.13.0.0.0 A.D. 692

Temple XVII 9.13.5.0.0 A.D. 697
Temple XIV 9.13.5.0.0 A.D. 697

Temple V, North Group 9.13.10.0.0 A.D. 702
Temple 11, North Group 9.13.15.0.0 A.D. 707
Temple IV, North Group 9.14.0.0.0 A.D. 711
Palace - House A,A-D,D 9.14.10.0.0 A.D. 721
Palace-Tower 9.14.10.0.0 A.D. 721

Temples I and 11, North Group 9.14.10.0.0 A.D. 721
Temple XXI 9.14.10.0.0 A.D. 721
Temples XVIII and XVIII-A 9.14.110.0.0 A.D. 721

Temples XII and XIII 9.15.10.0.0 A.D. 741

Palace - Houses I, G, H 9.17.0.0.0 A.D. 780

NOTE: Dates in Christian calendar based on GMT correlation.
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THE PALENQUE, OR SOUTHWEST REGIONAL ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

Throughout the present report, reference has been made to the
Palenque or Southwest Regional architectural style. The basic
architectural, construction and decorative features of this style
have been summarized in Charts A-C. The extent to which the
stylistic features as outlined for the principal structures at
Palenque extend throughout a larger region is certainly debatable
and what evidence there is for the existence of a Southwest
Regional style is outlined below.

l)Buildings which are very similar stylistically to the major
temples at Palenque (Temples of Sun, Cross, and Foliated Cross)
are found some distance to the south at the site of Tonina. In
particular, Structure E5-5 at Tonina resembles the major Palenque
temples since it has an "inner sanctuary", whose interior was
decorated with stucco sculptures, similar to the stone sculptures
seen in the sanctuaries of the temples at Palenque. Stephens
described the stucco sculptures at Tonina as follows:

"It was a chamber corresponding with the dimensions given
of the outer walls (18' x 11'). The floor was encumbered
with rubbish two or three feet deep, the walls were covered
with stucco figures, among which that of a monkey was
conspicuous, and against the back wall, among curious and
interesting ornaments, were two figures of men in profile,
with their faces toward each other, well drawn and as large
as life, but with their feet concealed by the rubbish on the
floor In general appearance and character they were the
same as we afterward saw carved on stone at Palenque."

Stephens also noted a stucco sculpture in the facade above the
doorway to the sanctuary which he described as something like
the "winged glove over the doors of Egyptian temples".

a.
CaKtherwood's drawing of this sculpture shows it in fact to be
much like the sculpture over the doorway of the inner sanctuary
in the Temple of the Cross at Palenque (see details).

2) Blom and LaFarge (1926) located the remains of temple-
type buildings at the sites of Xupa, El Retiro, and Chuctiepa, all
of which are north of Palenque and seem to fall within the
Palenque sustaining arca. The temples noted at these sites all
have "inner sanctuaries" in their central rear rooms, as well as
many other stylistic features which are similar to those seen at
Palenque.

3) In a recent publication on Comalcalco, Tabasco, Mexico
(Andrews, 1989) as well as in an earlier (1967) monograph on the
same site, I noted that all of the temple-type buildings at
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Comalcalco, as well as the long, gallery-type building caUed the
Palace, were clearly modeled after their counterparts at Palenque.
In a comparative analysis, Temples I, VII, 11, and VI at Comalcalco
were shown to be very much like the Temples of the Cross,
Foliated Cross, Sun, and XIV at Palenque, except for the change in
construction material from bedded limestone (Palenque) to fired
clay bricks (Comalcalco). As noted in the Comalcalco monograph,
the overall form, plans, architectural and decorative details of the
buildings at Comalcalco are too similar to those at Palenque to be
accidental and the evidence available at present is overwhelming
in favor of the movement of ideas from Palenque to Comalcalco,
and not the reverse.

4) Unfortunately, there is very little standing architecture
at other sites within that we have called the Southwest or
Palenque archaeological region, but what little there is tends to
confirm the notion that the unique, non-monumental architectural
style which is exemplified in the temples and Palace complex at
Palenque is characteristic of the architecture in a larger region,
extending as far south as the Ocosingo Valley and the site of
Tonina in Chiapas, and to the northwest as far as Comalcalco,
Tabasco. It is hoped that further archaeological investigations
within this region will add additional data in favor of the
existence of this assumed region.
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COMALCALCO
PALACE-PLAN AND WEST ELEVATION149
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El Retiro, Chiapas. Plan and Sections (after Blom, 1925)
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Agua Escondida, Chiapas. Map of Ruins (after Blom, 1925)
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Xupa, Chiapas. Plan and section of Temple (after Blom, 1925)



TONINA, Structure SE-5. East-west section (after Becquelin and Baudez, 1984)153
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TONINA, Structure E5-5 (after Becquelin and Baudez, 1984)
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